Purpose: There are no standardized prognostication algorithms for metastatic radioiodine-refractory (RAI-R) differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC). We hypothesize that [ 18 F]-FDG PET/CT may predict progression versus stability of disease based on quantitative analysis of metabolic tumor volume (MTV) and total lesion glycolysis (TLG). Methods: Retrospective study of 62 patients with metastatic RAI-R DTC to determine clinical outcomes with median follow-up from initial diagnosis of 11.1 years (8.38, 14.1) (range, 1.2-20 years). Baseline [ 18 F]-FDG PET/CT scans were evaluated qualitatively for regional and distant metastases and quantitatively for tumor burden based on MTVand TLG obtained using gradient segmentation method. Results: After diagnosis of metastatic RAI-R disease was established, the 5-year overall survival (OS) probability was 34%, and median OS was 3.56 years (2.87, infinity). The 5-year progression-free survival (PFS) probability was 19%, and median PFS was 1.31 years (1.03, 2.38). TSH-suppressed thyroglobulin (Tg) levels greater than 100 ng/mL and Tg doubling time (Tg-DT) less than 6 months were significantly associated with worse OS and PFS. Higher than median values of MTV and TLG were associated with worse OS (P = 0.06) and PFS (P = 0.007). Higher hazard of death was noted for higher values of log-MTVand log-TLG (HR, 1.17 [95% confidence interval, 0.99-1.39], P = 0.05, and HR, 1.14 [95% confidence interval, 1.00-1.31], P = 0.05, respectively). C urrent prognostic variables for differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) at initial diagnosis include patient age, sex, tumor characteristics, extrathyroidal extension, and clinical stage, including the presence of regional and distant metastases. However, there are no standardized prognostication algorithms when metastases are subsequently diagnosed, particularly for radioiodine-refractory (RAI-R) disease.
C urrent prognostic variables for differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) at initial diagnosis include patient age, sex, tumor characteristics, extrathyroidal extension, and clinical stage, including the presence of regional and distant metastases. However, there are no standardized prognostication algorithms when metastases are subsequently diagnosed, particularly for radioiodine-refractory (RAI-R) disease.
1,2 A large study found that characterization into risk groups did not accurately identify populations; paradoxically, it found that some patients in the lowest risk group in each strategy died of cancer. 3 Two studies demonstrated the poor predictive value of staging approaches, including the widely used TMN system. 4, 5 Thyroglobulin doubling time (Tg-DT) has been associated with prognosis in papillary thyroid carcinoma, with Tg-DT less than 1 year portending poor prognosis and Tg-DT greater than 2 years signifying good prognosis. 6 However, Tg-DT cannot be calculated in the presence of anti-Tg antibodies, which invalidate Tg measurements, and cannot inform regarding the metabolic phenotype and spatial distribution of metastatic lesions.
The lack of standardized prognostication is complicated by the large variability in survival time for patients with metastatic DTC, ranging from 1 to 30 years. 2 Reported 10-year survival estimates for metastatic DTC vary between 29% 7 and 38%. 8 The lack of accurate estimates of survival for the individual patient has important implications for treatment decisions, especially with the advent of targeted therapies. [9] [10] [11] [12] Because of the toxicity profile of these medications, current National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines advocate active surveillance as standard of care in metastatic disease until evidence of symptomatic or clinically progressive disease, as outlined by the RECIST criteria. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Ultimately, the inability to prognosticate hinders clinicians' ability to stratify patients by risk and deliver appropriate therapies. 18 [ 18 F]Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET has been studied for prognostic value in metastatic DTC. 19 For simplicity, [
18 F]-FDG PET/CTwill be synonymous with PET/CT, FDG-PET, or FDG scan for remainder of the paper. Robbins et al demonstrated that patients with a positive FDG scan had a 7-fold increased risk of mortality compared with thyroid cancer survivors who had a negative FDG scan. 20 Specifically, metabolic tumor volume (MTV) and total glycolytic activity (also referred to as total lesion glycolysis [TLG]) have been proposed as markers to improve prognostication and enhance clinical staging in human solid tumors. 21 We hypothesized that the metabolic activity of metastatic lesions determined by FDG-PET will correlate with survival and identify patients who may benefit from emerging therapies for metastatic thyroid cancer. The primary end point of this study was overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) in patients diagnosed with noniodine avid distant metastatic disease who underwent baseline evaluation with [ 
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients and Data Collection
This study was approved by the University of Michigan institutional review board (HUM00100626). Informed consent requirements were waived for this study. Patient data were extracted from a database [EMERSE] of all patients treated for metastatic DTC from 1995 through 2014 at our center (n = 2460). We reviewed the records of all thyroid cancer patients who underwent a PET/CT (n = 332). Patients with anaplastic, medullary, undifferentiated thyroid carcinoma or other active nonthyroid malignancies (n = 11) were excluded. Differentiated thyroid cancer patients were referred for PET/CT imaging at the treating physician's discretion for evaluation of residual or recurrent thyroid carcinoma in the setting of elevated serum thyroglobulin (Tg) level with a negative radioiodine (RAI) whole-body scan (WBS) after previous postoperative 131 I therapy. All patients included in this study had received postoperative 131 I therapy and underwent follow-up in our clinic at 12 months after RAI treatment with diagnostic RAI WBS and stimulated thyroglobulin (Tg) levels to assess interval response to RAI treatment. For this evaluation, the patients underwent preparation with a low-iodine diet for 2 weeks and stimulation with either rhTSH (Thyrogen) injections or thyroid hormone withdrawal as follows: either levothyroxine deprivation for 4 weeks or triiodothyronine treatment for 4 weeks, with subsequent discontinuation for 2 weeks before WBS. Urinary iodine levels were obtained in all patients to determine the adequacy of iodine deprivation, demonstrating spot urine iodine levels less than 100 μg/L, consistent with adequate preparation. For patients with negative WBS and elevated Tg levels, PET/CT imaging was performed to identify noniodine avid metastatic disease. In accord with other studies, in our center, empiric 131 I therapeutic challenge is used only in patients with elevated Tg levels and without significant FDG uptake detected on PET/CT scan, 22 thus avoiding repeated courses of 131 I therapy in patients unlikely to benefit from such treatment. 23 We removed from analysis the DTC patients with negative PET/CT scans (n = 111) and false-positive PET/CT scans (n = 13). Patients with locoregional disease identified on PET/CT scan who were treated with surgical resection and/or external beam radiation therapy (n = 101) resulting in complete therapeutic response were excluded from analysis. Furthermore, a group of patients with indolent, small burden of locoregional disease (n = 11) conservatively managed on active clinical surveillance with evidence of stable disease were not included in the study. Patients who were lost to follow-up and patients whose scans were irretrievable for review or subsequent follow-up scans were performed at other institutions (n = 23) were also excluded. We ultimately analyzed the PET/CT scans of 62 patients with metastatic RAI-R DTC. ]-FDG PET/CT scan was performed in a standard fashion from mid-skull to proximal thighs on a flat tabletop using a hybrid PET/CT scanner (Biograph Classic; Siemens Medical Solutions, Hoffman Estates, IL), with patients' arms down. The CT images (5-mm slices) for the PET/CT study typically were obtained during quiet ventilation. Emission PET images were obtained beginning 60 minutes after administration of 8 to 10 mCi of [ 18 F]FDG and required blood glucose level less than 150 mg/mL at the time of radiotracer injection. The PET/CT scans were evaluated qualitatively for the presence of regional and distant metastatic tumor by a nuclear medicine physician (A.M.A) and by objective quantification of FDG uptake in regions of interest. Qualitative image review and radiologic interpretation was performed using MedView software. Subsequently, the archived PET/CT studies were transferred to a MIM workstation (software version 6.x; MIM Software Inc., Cleveland, OH) for MTVand TLG quantification based on gradient segmentation method using MIM PET Edge software. The gradient segmentation method used in MIM 6.x. software calculates spatial derivatives along the tumor radii and then defines the tumor edge on the basis of derivative levels and continuity of the tumor edge. The software relies on an operator-defined starting point near the center of the lesion. As the operator drags the cursor from the center of the lesion, 6 axes extend out, providing visual feedback for the starting point of gradient segmentation. Spatial gradients are calculated along each axis interactively, and the length of an axis is restricted when a large spatial gradient is detected. The 6 axes define an ellipsoid that is then used as an initial bounding region for gradient detection. Gradient segmentation method reduces operator variability by detecting the largest spatial gradient in metabolic activity for definition of lesional MTV. For each patient, total MTV was calculated by summing the MTV of all metastatic lesions detected in the patient. The TLG was defined as (MTV) Â mean standardized uptake value (SUV mean) and was semi-automatically calculated using the MIM software. 21 Clinical Pathology, Laboratory Markers, and Staging Diagnosis of all tumors was performed by pathologists and classified according to the World Health Organization classification. Demographic, clinical, and pathological data were obtained from hospital records. Disease was staged at the time of diagnosis using the 2010 American Joint Committee on Cancer 7th Edition classification staging system. 24 Thyroglobulin (Tg) levels at the time of PET/CT scan were obtained from chart review. Two patients did not have Tg levels at time of initial PET scan. Twelve patients had anti-Tg antibodies, interfering with measurements of Tg and precluding them from analysis. Tg-DT was calculated using the doubling time and progression calculator created by Miyauchi et al. 6 As serum Tg values can vary with TSH values, the calculation of Tg-DT time only included TSH-suppressed Tg values. For 3 patients who underwent surgical resection of cervical metastatic disease, the calculation of Tg-DT resulted in negative Tg-DT values indicating decreased tumor burden, thus invalidating the predictive value of Tg-DT calculation.
Statistical Analysis
The primary analysis consisted of 62 patients with metastatic RAI-R DTC. First, we used Wilcoxon signed rank tests to explore the relationship between MTV/TLG value and variables of histology, sex, previous therapy, Tg, Tg-DT, and sites of metastases. We use the Kaplan-Meier method to estimate OS and PFS probabilities within groups defined by MTV/TLG and the aforementioned variables. We tested differences between the survival curves using log-rank tests and used Cox proportional hazards regression models to study the unadjusted associations between continuous MTV/TLG and OS/PFS. All analyses were conducted using R package, version 3.3.0 (Vienna, Austria).
RESULTS
Patient Characteristics
The clinical, histopathological and laboratory information are summarized in Table 1 . All patients underwent total thyroidectomy; prophylactic neck dissection and/or therapeutic central and/or unilateral or bilateral neck dissections were performed at the discretion of the endocrine surgeon. Postoperatively, all patients received RAI therapy for ablation of thyroid remnant and/or treatment of metastatic disease. All patients included in this study had negative follow-up posttherapy RAI WBS and elevated Tg levels, which prompted evaluation with FDG PET/CT for localization of noniodine avid RAI-R metastatic disease. In addition to surgery and postoperative RAI therapy, external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) was performed in 17 patients (27.4%), chemotherapy in 2 patients (3.2%), and both EBRT and chemotherapy in 1 patient (1.6%). At the time of initial FDG-PET scan, the median serum Tg was 272 ng/mL (range, 1.8-23,990). FDG-PET scan demonstrated both distant and regional metastases in 63% of our patients.
Relationship With Metabolic Parameters
The median MTV was 9.08 mL, and median TLG was 49.1. To create a more normal distribution and minimize the effect of outliers, we formed analysis using log-transformed measurements. The median log-MTVand log-TLG values were 2.18 mL and 3.89, respectively ( Table 2 ). There is a strong correlation between log-MTVand log-TLG as demonstrated by the scatterplot in Supplemental Figure 1 , Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CNM/A124. The Spearman correlation coefficient between MTV and TLG is 0.94.
In our group of patients, 17 received tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) therapy after their diagnosis of metastatic RAI-R DTC after the initial positive FDG-PET scan. For patients on TKI therapy, the median MTV was 31.2 mL, and TLG was 125.2, reflective of higher tumor burden with aggressive metabolic characteristics. Median log-MTV and log-TLG for these patients were 3.44 mL and 4.83, respectively. Our analysis showed that patients that received TKI tended to have higher log-MTV values, although this association did not reach the threshold of statistical significance (P = 0.28).
We explored the relationship between log-MTV/log-TLG and variables of histology, sex, previous therapy, Tg, Tg-DT, and sites of metastases. Patents with bone metastases had significantly higher values for log-MTVand log-TLG (P = 0.004), shown in Supplemental Figure 2 , Supplemental Digital Content 2, http://links.lww.com/ CNM/A125. Higher baseline Tg levels were significantly associated with higher log-MTV and log-TLG with a Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.59 and 0.58, respectively (P < 0.001 from linear regression). Higher values for log-MTV and log-TLG were associated with a lower Tg-DT, but the trend did not reach the threshold for statistical significance (P = 0.38 and P = 0.16, respectively). Specifically, we notice a trend that Tg-DT less than 12 months relates to larger log-MTV and log-TLG.
Clinical Outcome
From time of initial diagnosis, median follow-up for OS was 11.1 years (8.38, 14.1), with a range of 1.2 to 20 years. Median OS from time of diagnosis was 9.22 years (7.19, infinity) (Fig. 1A) . After diagnosis of metastatic RAI-R disease was established based on a negative radioiodine WBS after previous postoperative follow-up for OS was 3.91 years (3.70, 5.60) with a range of 0.32 to 12 years. The patients underwent regular clinical follow-up with biochemical testing for Tg levels (tumor biomarker) and CT imaging surveillance every 6 months to assess for stability versus disease progression and determine clinical disease status. At the time of last follow-up, 32 patients had died with evidence of disease progression, and 30 were alive with persistent disease. After the diagnosis of metastatic RAI-R disease, the 5-year OS probability was 0.34 (0.21, 0.54), and median OS was 3.56 years (2.87, infinity) (Fig. 1B) . Median follow-up for the PFS was 3.70 years (2.53, infinity). In our study, 43 patients had evidence of disease progression with a 5-year PFS probability of 0.19 (0.10, 0.35) and a median PFS after the diagnosis of metastatic RAI-R disease of 1.31 years (1.03, 2.38) (Fig. 1C) . Figure 2 shows estimated OS and PFS event-free probabilities based on whether TLG or MTV values were greater than or less than the median for each variable. There was a trend toward significance for improved OS with TLG and MTV values less than the median (P = 0.06). There was a statistically significant improvement in PFS with TLG and MTV values less than the median (P = 0.007). Additionally, we used regression trees to determine a value at which the OS is most different between the 2 groups. This yielded a threshold for MTVof 57 mL for OS and PFS (P = 0.015 and 0.023, respectively) and a TLG of 6.3 for OS and PFS (P = 0.009 and 0.016, respectively).
We further used Cox regression modeling to study the unadjusted relationship between MTV/TLG and OS/PFS (Table 3) . We observed significantly higher hazard of death for higher values of log-MTV and log-TLG (both with P = 0.05). Furthermore, we observed higher rates of progression or death for higher values of log-MTV (HR, 
Subanalysis: Other Covariates
Our analysis demonstrated that the log-MTV values for patients on TKI therapy tended to be higher, but this association was not significant. Kaplan-Meier plots for OS among subjects that did and did not receive TKI therapy is shown in Supplemental Figure 3 , Supplemental Digital Content 3, http://links.lww. com/CNM/A126. Tyrosine kinase inhibitor therapy was associated with significantly higher OS rates (P = 0.04).
We did not note differences in OS when examining histology subtypes or specific metastatic sites such as lung, bone, or both. We observed a trend toward worse PFS for subjects with bone metastases. However, this did not reach the threshold of statistical significance (P = 0.068) (Supplemental Figure 4 , Supplemental Digital Content 4, http://links.lww.com/CNM/A127).
TSH-suppressed Tg levels greater than 100 ng/mL were significantly associated with worse OS and PFS with P < 0.001 ( Fig. 3A and B) . Tg-DT less than 6 months was significantly associated with worse OS and PFS, as noted in Figure 3C and D. Tg-DT greater than 12 months trended toward better OS and PFS but was not significant (Fig. 3E and F) .
DISCUSSION
Our study demonstrates the utility metabolic imaging with FDG PET/CT for prognosis in patients with RAI-R DTC. Previous research has shown the OS variability in thyroid cancer patients, distinguishing 2 phenotypes in metastatic thyroid cancer-indolent and aggressive. On a molecular level, this is largely driven by genetic patterns with specific mutations associated with aggressiveness of thyroid cancer. 25 Approximately 5% to 15% of thyroid cancer patients will become RAI-R during the course of their disease. 26, 27 It is estimated that OS in RAI-R DTC ranges between 2.5 and 4.5 years. 20, 27 Our analysis is consistent with these estimates, demonstrating a median OS of 3.56 years and median PFS of 1.91 years. Furthermore, our study is supported by Robbins et al, which demonstrated PFS of 53 months in patients with FDG-PET positive disease. 20 Previous studies have shown that thyroid cancers concentrating RAI tend to have more favorable prognosis boasting of 10-year survival greater than 90%, whereas RAI negative (noniodine avid) thyroid cancers have a dire 10-year survival of 10%. 27 Our results concur with previous literature regarding the guarded prognosis for FDG-avid metastatic DTC, with a calculated 5-year OS probability of 34% and 5-year PFS probability of 19% in our study. This strengthens our proposed hypothesis that FDG-PET positivity can serve as a prognostic marker by identifying the imaging phenotype of patients with aggressive disease.
Tg levels and Tg-DT have been studied for prognostic value in previous studies. 6, 28 Independent of many classical prognostication factors (TMN stage, age, and sex), Tg-DT remained a predictor of survival, distant metastases, and locoregional recurrence on multivariate analysis. 6 In our study, higher TSH-suppressed Tg levels (>100) were significantly associated with worse OS and PFS and also significantly correlated with higher levels of log-MTV and log TLG. Classically, Tg-DT less than 12 months has been associated with worse prognosis. 6 Our analysis revealed that Tg-DT less than 6 months (P = 0.05) could be used as a new indicator of poor prognosis. Furthermore, we noted that there was an association with higher log-TLG and log-MTV values and lower Tg-DT. Although this association did not reach the threshold for statistical significance, the observed trend supports that FDG-PET metabolic parameters can be used in a prognostication algorithm.
More than 10 years ago, Robbins et al evaluated a similar hypothesis, that FDG-PET/CT imaging can be used as a prognostic tool for metastatic noniodine avid DTC. They determined that total FDG tumor volume and lesional SUVmax correlate with survival. Wang et al noted an FDG volume greater than 125 mL was associated with worse survival. 19 A recent study demonstrated the prognostic value of FDG-PET in 37 patients with metastatic differentiated thyroid cancers, showing that only the metabolic parameters of MTV and TLG were predicative of survival. The authors noted a TLG less than 154 associated with improved PFS and OS in a univariate analysis. 29 Our study confirms this hypothesis demonstrating a trend toward improved OS and statistically significant improvement in PFS in patients with lower than median values for TLG and MTV. In our analysis, we used the median for MTV and TLG as a threshold to create risk categories. Furthermore, we showed that MTV threshold of 57 mL and TLG threshold of 6.3 seem to significantly separate the groups in regard to OS and PFS. The difference in the actual measurement of MTVand TLG between our study and previous studies likely relates to different tumor segmentation methods used for tumor quantification. In our study, we used gradient edge detection algorithm for tumor segmentation, as opposed to manual tumor segmentation or threshold segmentation methods based on arbitrary cutoff values of 30%, 40%, or 50% SUVmax thresholds for MTV determination. Based on both in vitro studies (tumor phantom experiments) and clinical studies, gradient segmentation has been shown to be the most accurate and consistent technique for tumor volume definition, demonstrating superior correlation and reliability with the pathology-based tumor volume as compared with threshold segmentation methods. 30, 31 Further prospective studies using gradient tumor segmentation methods can help determine specific targets to categorize patients in higher and lower risk phenotypes.
Using the metabolic parameters of MTV and TLG as surrogate markers for tumor burden and biologic aggressiveness, FDG-PET/CT imaging can serve as an imaging biomarker for prognosis of OS and PFS. Prospective studies can be designed to elicit if FDG-PET can detect phenotypically aggressive tumor types, serving to identify patients that would benefit from early initiation of TKI therapy. Indeed, recently, Lin et al studied changes in metastatic tumor size and glucose metabolism (SUVmax) in a prospective study of 10 patients receiving apatinib therapy for RAI-R metastatic DTC. They noted a significant decrease in the tumor volume, as well as tumor SUVmax, demonstrating that FDG-PET/CT imaging can also be used to assess treatment response. 32 The limitations of our study largely arise from the retrospective nature of the study. Although our sample size is moderate, there is still a concern for type II error because of lack of power. Because of the sample size, we could not adjust for potential confounders. Our study population only included patients with metastatic DTC who were referred for FDG-PET imaging at their physician's discretion. Currently, active surveillance uses serial CT scans to identify progression of disease in patients with metastatic disease. At this time, FDG-PET imaging is approved with Medicare reimbursement to aid in management of thyroid cancer patients with elevated Tg levels and negative radioactive iodine scans. However, it is not integrated into the management of metastatic disease as a method for prognostication. Although a few of our patients did indeed have repeat FDG-PET scans, there were not enough data points to analyze the use of serial FDG-PET scans to reassess disease status and potentially treatment response, which remains an area to explore for future studies.
CONCLUSIONS
Advances in molecular diagnostic imaging and the clinical availability of PET/CT produced a paradigm shift in the management Clinical Nuclear Medicine • Volume 43, Number 9, September 2018 FDG-PET/CT for Metastatic RAI-R DTC Prognosis of thyroid cancer by allowing characterization of tumor biology.
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F-FDG PET/CT metabolic parameters can be used to define the volume and biologic variations of metastatic tumor burden. Metabolic tumor volume and TLG can be used for dynamic risk stratification of patients with metastatic RAI-R DTC regarding PFS and complement Tg-DT for prognosis of clinical disease course. In the era of emerging treatment options, there is an impetus to generate prognostication algorithms for this patient population. Our study FIGURE 3. Kaplan-Meier plots for OS (A) and PFS (B) based on baseline Tg levels. Kaplan-Meier plots for OS (C) and PFS (D) based on Tg-DT less than or greater than 6 months and OS (E) and PFS (F) based on Tg-DT less than or greater than 12 months.
demonstrates the use of FDG-PET/CT imaging for predicting the course of metastatic RAI-R DTC.
